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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that we, CHARLES :FoRn, J AR‘ 

vIs MORGAN SLADE, and FRANKLIN'BAYLIES, 
» -all of the city, county, and State of New York, 
have jointly invented'cert-ain improvements 
for cutting sheetu'ubber and such like mate 
'rials into’shapes or blanks ; and-we doihereby 
declare that the following is a full, clear, and 
exact description and specification of the same, 
reference being had to the annexed drawings, 
making partof the same. 
Our invention relates, primarily, to the 

’ manufacture of rubber shoes, and our improve 
ments are intended to be connected with the 
‘rolls now used to. make the rubber into sheets, 

Previous to our invention irubberhad been 
‘made into- sheets passed through calender 
rolls and printing-rolls, tomark o'ut‘thelines 

_ to be followed by the hand informing the 
shapes ‘or blanks for rubber shoes-0r such like 
articles. , " 

:The object of our invention is \to dispense 
wholly or in part with the hand‘ labor v.in'cut 

I ting the rubber sheet into shapes -'after;leav-, 
ing the printing-rolls, and tocut said sheets 
into continuous strips shaped and cut ready 
vto be made into blanks by simply separating 
the duplicated shapes crosswisevof the strip. 
Our invention is applied ‘close 1. to the calcu 

der-rolls, or to the printing-rolls,-if such be 
‘used; and our invention consists’in ,certain 
new combinations ~ of mechanism, speci?cally ~ 

I setlforth at tlieend of this schedule, by: means 
of which'we cut the rubber sheet. into shapes 
while the sheet is in motion,.thus preparing it 
for immediate use, and avoiding the expense 
and a large'part of thethand labor in rubber 
shoe manufacture. 
In order that persons skilled in the art mayv 

understand, make, anduse our improvements, 
we will proceed to. describe the same as'em 
bodied by us, referring to the drawings an~v 
'nexed, in which- ' 

Figure 1 represents a front elevation of our 
mechanism, with rolls A and B in the upper 
part of the frame, which represent calender 
rolls. Fig. 2 represents a top view of said 
mechanism. Fig. 3 represents a side elevation 
of the mechanism, showing the gears for com 
municatin g motion from one roll to the other, 

or the rubber sheet under it. 

Big. 4 is a vertical section at right angles to 
the axis of the-rolls on-the line a: m,'Fig.-1. 
Fig.5-is a rear elevation of the same. _ ' 

O'is acutting-roll, under which the sheet of 
rubberpasses- after leaving the calender-rolls 
vA and B, the speed of its circumference being 
that of the rubberlsheet. Thisroll O, asv well 
as-all the-other rolls of the mechanism,are 
mounted on shafts provided with hearings in 
the end frames D 1). Under this roll Gare 
two vertical spindles, E E, mounted in bear 
in gs in the carriages-F F, in such a manner as 
to enable them to move back and forth in a 
horizontal directionina vertical plane pass 
ing through the axis of the roll O, and also to 
rotate on their own axes. Connected ‘to the 
upper ends of the said spindlesE E are sleeves 
GG, extending above the'spindles nearly to . 
the-lowersurface, of the roll 0, and they con 
tain r-shortistems H H, which carry the revolv 

. ing knives ‘K K on horizontal pins, which ?nd} 
‘bearingsin thesaid stems. The stems H H 
have a squarehorizon tal cross-section, and ?t 
into square sockets in'the upper part of the . 
sleeves, in order tov compel them to turn with 
the spindles and sleeves. Under these stems, 
in the sockets, are spiral springs resting on 
the top of the spindles, which servevitojcon 
tinuously press the stems upward, andl'lwith . ‘ 
them the revolvingknives, against the-'roll'O 

The spindles E E extend downward below 
the carriages F F, and their ends‘ar "? 'tt‘ened 
on thes'ides to ?t into thecam-groo es _ 
the roll 0. This ?attening is top're v"tithe 
spindles fromturning around, and t H hmpel 
the revolving knives, which are set in averti 
cal plane parallelwith the ?attened sides, to 
assume the same angle in reference :to the 
axis of the roll 0 as the ?attened sides of the 

LL in 

vbottom of the spindles bear to the axis of the _ 
roll 0 during the changes effected by the 
shapes of the grooves L L, while the roll 0 
revolves. - 

The roll 0 is located in the frame under the 
roll 0, and its axis is in the sameivertical 
‘plane and parallel to it. Cam-grooves L L are 
cut in its surface, extending entirely around its 
entire circumference, and are so shaped that 
‘they give the desired shape to the blanks 
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- cut from thesheet-rubber‘ by the revolving 
cutters or knives;a_s it passes, along --in",th_e 
direction of thegarrow, Fig._A.'-:=; ' ~ 
The speed of the ‘sheet of rubber-and at‘ 

speed of the circumference of the roll 0 should 
be the same, in which case the lines cut on 
the sheet of rubber extending over a length 
equal to the circumference of the rollO willex 
actly correspond with the track of the grooves 
on the circumference of said roll, and, the re 
volvin g knives K K will always stand at the 
same angle as the walls of the grooves at the 
point of contact between the lower ends of 
the spindles and said walls. ' ’ 
The carriages F F are arranged to slide in r 

a horizontal direction parallel with the axes. 
of the rolls 0 and O in slides or ways N N. 
On the side of each carriage, toward the cam 
roll M, is a pin, P, ?xed in the - carriage, and 
extending horizontally into cam-grooves Q Q 
cut in the surface of the roll M, and having 
the same con?guration as the grooves L L in 
roll 0. The grooves Q Q on roll M, however, 
are connected with the grooves L L 011 roll 0 
by means of the gears R, S, T, and U, so that 
they can give the same motion to the carriages 
through the pin P as is given to the said car 
riages by the spindles E E and grooves L-L. 
The object of the cam-roll M and its grooves 
is to give a more positive motion to the car 

‘ riages and spindles, and to relieve the spindles 
in part from the duty of driving the carriages, 
and to depend on, the grooves L L only to give 
the proper angle to the revolving knives. 
The operation is as follows: Power, being 

applied to one of the train of rolls, is commu 
nicated to the others of the series by means 
of gears, and it is desirable that the speed 
of the surface of all rolls should be alike. 
The rubber, having been made into a sheet 
by rolls, (not shown in the drawings, but in 
the usual way,) and the sheet being passed 
through between the calender-rolls A and B, 

‘ “is carried under the roll 0. The sheet ‘meets 
_‘ .‘ {the revolving knives K K at a line on the un 

, der surface of roll 0 vertically under its axis, 
"and is cut into any desired form, depending 
on the shape of the camgrooves of the rolls 
‘M and O. The sheet of rubber thus cut is 
left in continuous lengths, so that it will pass 

‘ the rolls when it is discharged from the ‘ma 
chine. Then the duplicated blanks are cut 
apart and made up into the articles for which 
they are adapted. 
We propose, in certain cases, to pass the 

rubber over the roll 0 and place the cutters 
and rolls 0 and M above; but, as the rubber 
sheet will adhere to the roll 0 suf?ciently to 

we“? " 

allow the revolving knives tooperate, we have 
adopted, the arrangement herein described, as 
more cq‘nveni‘ent in‘manyrespects, particularly 
as to the compactness of the parts. . 

The‘ cams may be made of any desired form, 
and four spindles with cutters and cams may 
be used .to give shape to‘the interior of the 
blank which forms the upper edge of the rub 
ber shoe or other article, also the shape here 
shown, being the part of the shoe which is at 
tached to the sole. . . 

‘If a printing or ornamenting roll is to be 
used, it should be the roll B. In such case 

.1 the rolirBshould be ‘separated, from ‘roll 0 a 
.isuf?cient distance to prevent roll B from press~ 
hing the sheet of rubber hard against roll 0. 
We are aware that revolving knives have 

been used to trim the sheet of rubber on its 
edges‘; but we are not aware that the said cut 
ters have ever been moved in any manner along 
the surface of the roll to cut,the rubber sheet 
into shapes or blanks. . 

i ‘ Having now fully described our invention, 
what we claim, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is-'- ‘ ' I i - 

1. The combination, substantially as here 
inbefore set forth, of the‘ cutter-roll, one or 
more carriages and spindles provided with cut, 
ters or knives, and one or more revolving cams, 
shaped and connected substantially as ‘de 
scribed, to move the spindles and the cutters 
or knives along the surface of the cutter-roll 
parallel with its axis, all arranged tooperatc 
in the manner and for the purposes set forth. 

2. The combination, substantially as here 
inbefore set forth, of the cutter-roll, one ‘or 
more carriages and spindles provided with re 
volving cutters or knives, and two revolving 
cams for each carriage and spindle, one cam 
presenting the cutters at the? proper angle to 
the rubber sheet, and one for giving the cutter 
a motion along the surface of the cutter-roll 
parallel with its axis, all constructed and ar 
ranged to operate in the manner and for the 
purposes set forth. . 

3. The combination, substantially as here 
inbefore set forth, of‘the ‘cutter-roll and one 
or more carriages and spindles provided with 
revolving cutters, arranged to move parallel 
to the axis of the cutter-roll, substantially in 
the manner and for the purposes set forth. 
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